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             50 GLOSS OPP / PERM / 70 PE KRAFT LINER ( 1 side silicon) 

 

General 

Gloss clear OPP is a clear durable overlaminating film which is coated with a 
permanent acrylic adhesive suitable for overlamination of all ink types including UV 
inks. The high glossy finish and inert surface gives excellent glossy and durable 
properties and therefore this product is commonly used for general paper poster 
graphic overlamination where a glossy clear durable finish is required with ‘short term’ 
indoor ‘light use’ anti-graffiti properties. This product is not suitable for overlaminating 
plastisized PVC.  

Via a soft cloth, a suitable proprietary cleaner such as (eg.Stardrops) is suitable for removal 
of ‘light’ contamination. 

TYPICAL AVAILABLE WIDTHS: 1040mm; 1300mm; 1530mm  

Product Features and Performance Data. 

Component      Description                                   Details                                              Gauge       Tolerance 
                                                                                                                                               (Microns)        

       
     A             Gloss clear polypropylene.     Biaxially orientated.                         50           +/- 5   
                                                           
       
     B             Permanent                            Exhibiting good Tack and                 30          +/- 2 
                      adhesive.                              Peel Adhesion  
 
      
     C             White, Kraft, PE coated       70 gsm, standard release,                80          +/- 8 
                     release liner.                        siliconised one side. 
       
       
 
APPLICATION TEMP: +10ºC   –   +40ºC     SERVICE TEMP:   -20ºC    -  +70ºC     SHELF LIFE: 1 YEAR 
       
       
STORAGE: Effort must be made to keep this product free from moisture and excessive exposure 
to ultra violet radiation before use. 
 
 
The data above does not constitute a guaranteed specification and is given in good faith. End 
users of this product are urged to test the product and the substrates concerned, in the specific 
application and exposure conditions in which the product will be utilised.  

Data Sheet –  Gloss OPP / Economy Dry-Wipe 
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All technical information and data above mentioned are provided to the best of our knowledge on the basis of our practical experience. They are 
offered in good faith, but without guarantee, as conditions and methods of use of our products are beyond our control. Therefore we can make 
no warranties, expressed or implied, including, but not limited to any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. We 
recommend that the prospective user determine the suitability of our materials and suggestions before adopting them on a commercial scale. The 
user is responsible for determining whether the product is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for the user’s method of application.
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